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Press, Stanford, Cal, 392 Pages, 
$8.95. 

| By GEORGE aornis 
ed 

',,Of articles and studies of public 
zeaction to the assassination of 
President John F. Kennedy in 

<cter the deed. Sponsorship and 

mainly {rom the Institute - of 
Communication Research of 
Stanford and from the Depart- 

‘igan University. The two-score 
icontributors are mostly experts 
tin academic or research insti- 
stutions in sociology, psycholozy, 
‘communication, public Opinion 
‘sampling and related fields. 

ut it contains a summary of 
ampling of public reaction taken 
uring the crucial event and 

can be of some value to future 
Nalysts of the Kennedy assasin- 
tion and the related events. 
The volume’ is among th 
numerous works continuing + come olf the presses on the Ken nedy assassination, And the more j of that material that comes to 

cport by legal experts that have ;8ppeared in law journals, and ‘Just the other day the report was sharply criticized by doctors, Ctiminologists and lawyers at the “(18th Annual meeting of the ‘American Academy of Forensic ‘Sciences in Chicago. —— 
| A ‘eurrent %5-cent . Popular ook, out in the Paperback 
lores, 

“The Unanswered Questions About 
Sassination” ig 9 
criticism of the Warren report, 
“The Kennedy Assassination and the American Public” how. ver docsn't deal wit    
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INey 

Parker, *Stanford University . 

THIS VOLUME is a collection 

he hours and days immediately - 

Gnancing of this project ecame.. 

dment of Communication of Mich-° 

The book is quite technical 
and hardly for a wide audience. | 

the more doubt de-. 

by Sylvan Fox, titled ; 

President Kennedy's As-;, 
Gevastating : 
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Much of the content was an 
outcome of the planned studies - 

people ina moment of crisis. 

shid in the hours clusions on 
hed and the nists. 
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. : arenetinn: 
It would be futile to attempt likely B segrecetionist, 

to detail the contents within the 
scope of a review. But I know 
t™many of our readers would be 
interested in the public reaction 
towards Communists in view of 
the widely publicized stories al- 
leging Oswald was a.“Marxist,” 
or “Castroite” and the seizure | 
by the John Birchites upon this 
-to paint a “redpiot.” 

All the opinion polls cited and 
studies agree basically that there 
Was no increase in anti-Com- 

“munist reaction as a result of 
the assassination. Paul Sheats- 
ley and Jacob J. Feldman, sum-- 
arizing the results of the national 
survey of public reaction, says: 
“One might have expected an 
increase in anti-Cémmunist feel- 
ings or sharp decline in the be- 
lief that ‘most people can be 
trusted.’ But, in spite of their 

almost total preoccupation with 
the event and the = strong 
emotions and even physical sym- 
ptons that it produced, Ameri- 
cans did-not change their views 
of the ‘world. The assassination 

of their President did not make 
them more or less anti-Commu- 
Hint, it id not affect their at- 
titude towards civil rights and 
Gid not erode their basic opti- 
.mism about other peoples’ ‘mo- 
tives.” - . « 

In another place the analysts 
said, “It would seem that even 
at the most gencrous estimate, 
only a minority of the public 
blamed the assassination even 
indirectly on Communists .. .” 
Even in Dallas itself, a samp- 
ling of opinion a week after the 
assassination showed-only 10 per- 
cent attributed the killing to 
“Communism or Communist 
sympathies.” -_-—-— 

A spot study of sentiment in 
a New England manufacturing 
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attitude to Commu- 
“The surveys’ were aiso 

broken down on_the basis of 
educational level” and showed 
that the less-educated were those by a .SroUp~ormsocial scientists most likely to blame “Commu- ne 2 79 a, i ” 

he gathered in shington two nists or “radicals.” Another con- 
—enys alter the asseninarien The clusion was that among the third event offered a unique oppor- of Negroes | who Suspected ah tunity to study the behavior of “ideological” motive, two thirds of them thought it was. most 
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“The Washington Post and 

Times Herald 

The Washington Datly News ____. 
The Evening Star ——____ 
New York Herald Tribune ne 
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New York Journal-American ——a 

New York Dally News 

New York Post — 

The New York Times 

The Baltimore Sun 
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